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Abstract 

Background: A robotic rehabilitation gym can be defined as multiple patients training with multiple robots or pas-
sive sensorized devices in a group setting. Recent work with such gyms has shown positive rehabilitation outcomes; 
furthermore, such gyms allow a single therapist to supervise more than one patient, increasing cost-effectiveness. To 
allow more effective multipatient supervision in future robotic rehabilitation gyms, we propose an automated system 
that could dynamically assign patients to different robots within a session in order to optimize rehabilitation outcome.

Methods: As a first step toward implementing a practical patient-robot assignment system, we present a simpli-
fied mathematical model of a robotic rehabilitation gym. Mixed-integer nonlinear programming algorithms are used 
to find effective assignment and training solutions for multiple evaluation scenarios involving different numbers of 
patients and robots (5 patients and 5 robots, 6 patients and 5 robots, 5 patients and 7 robots), different training dura-
tions (7 or 12 time steps) and different complexity levels (whether different patients have different skill acquisition 
curves, whether robots have exit times associated with them). In all cases, the goal is to maximize total skill gain across 
all patients and skills within a session.

Results: Analyses of variance across different scenarios show that disjunctive and time-indexed optimization models 
significantly outperform two baseline schedules: staying on one robot throughout a session and switching robots 
halfway through a session. The disjunctive model results in higher skill gain than the time-indexed model in the given 
scenarios, and the optimization duration increases as the number of patients, robots and time steps increases. Addi-
tionally, we discuss how different model simplifications (e.g., perfectly known and predictable patient skill level) could 
be addressed in the future and how such software may eventually be used in practice.

Conclusions: Though it involves unrealistically simple scenarios, our study shows that intelligently moving patients 
between different rehabilitation robots can improve overall skill acquisition in a multi-patient multi-robot environ-
ment. While robotic rehabilitation gyms are not yet commonplace in clinical practice, prototypes of them already 
exist, and our study presents a way to use intelligent decision support to potentially enable more efficient delivery of 
technologically aided rehabilitation.
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Background
Rehabilitation robotics and the robotic gym
Over the last decade, rehabilitation robots have demon-
strated the ability to deliver motor rehabilitation with 
results comparable to a human therapist [1–3]. By physi-
cally guiding the patient’s limb and applying either assis-
tive or challenging forces [4, 5], such robots can effectively 
reduce the physical workload of the human therapist. Tra-
ditionally, rehabilitation robots were operated in a setup 
consisting of one robot, one patient, and one supervising 
therapist [1, 2]; this was likely simply due to the high cost 
of individual robots, which made it difficult for most reha-
bilitation centers to own more than one robot. However, 
the last few years have seen a push toward more afford-
able rehabilitation robotics [6], which enables rehabilita-
tion centers to own more than one robot and introduces 
opportunities for multi-robot setups.

The first steps beyond the classic “one patient, one 
robot, one therapist” model involved connecting two 
robots (or passive sensorized rehabilitation devices), 
allowing two patients to exercise together either inde-
pendently or in a competitive/collaborative manner 
while supervised by a single therapist [7–12]. To reduce 
the burden on the therapist, such two-robot setups 
commonly include automated difficulty adaptation 
algorithms that aim to keep the exercise difficulty appro-
priate for both patients [13–15], removing the need for 
the therapist to constantly modify the exercise settings. 
Short-term studies have shown benefits to such paired 
rehabilitation such as improved motivation, exercise 
intensity and motor learning [7–12], and a recent clinical 
trial found greater improvements in functional outcome 
after paired therapy than after individual therapy [16].

As the intuitive next step beyond connecting two robots, 
rehabilitation centers may take the form of “robotic gyms” 
where multiple patients train with multiple robots or pas-
sive sensorized devices in a group setting. Such a robotic 
gym was first demonstrated with six rehabilitation devices 
as early as 2016, and a pilot clinical trial suggested that it 
may be more efficient than the traditional “one patient, one 
robot, one therapist” model since it may allow therapists 
to supervise multiple patients simultaneously [17]. In the 
last few years, several rehabilitation centers have set up 
robotic gyms with multiple robots: for example, Fondazi-
one Don Carlo Gnocchi, Italy [18], Shirley Ryan Abili-
tyLab, USA; SRH Gesundheitszentrum Bad Wimpfen, 
Germany. Additionally, a 2020 multicenter clinical trial 
was conducted with such a robotic gym: patients alter-
nated between four cheaper lower-cost rehabilitation 
devices, with results comparable to those previously seen 
with larger robots [3]. In this four-device study, each thera-
pist was assigned to supervise 3 patients, and the authors 
again emphasized that such group settings may allow new 

organizational models that are more cost-efficient than the 
traditional “one patient, one robot, one therapist” model 
[3]. An observational study by the same team suggested 
that a therapist may be able to effectively supervise up to 
four patients exercising with four robots [19].

Improving therapist support in the robotic gym
While having a single therapist supervise multiple patients 
in a robotic gym may be cost-effective, there is a risk of 
divided attention: a therapist may not be able to effectively 
monitor all the patients, leading to suboptimal therapy. 
For example, if a device trains elbow flexion/extension, a 
patient’s elbow may become fatigued and the patient may 
benefit to moving to a different device that trains finger 
function instead; however, if the therapist does not notice 
this, the patient may continue exercising with the elbow 
device and getting progressively more tired and frus-
trated. As a more extreme example, if a robot is not opti-
mally physically aligned to the patient and the therapist 
does not notice this, there is a risk of patient injury [20]. 
However, we believe that such issues could be avoided 
and cost-effectiveness in a robotic gym could be improved 
further if the therapist is provided with effective software 
support: a central system that collects information from 
all robots in the gym and presents it to the therapist.

Rehabilitation robots are already able to assess patient 
task performance and motor function using built-in sen-
sors [21–24]. In a robotic gym, each robot could indepen-
dently monitor the current patient, and the information 
from all patients could be aggregated and presented to a 
supervising therapist via a central portal, thus reducing 
therapist workload. Initial steps have already been taken 
in this direction: for example, Hocoma AG (Switzerland), 
a major manufacturer of rehabilitation robots, has intro-
duced the Hoconet software portal, which allows a thera-
pist to create a patient database and gather data from 
multiple robots in a centralized fashion.

To further reduce therapist workload and potentially 
improve group rehabilitation outcome, we could endow 
the robotic gym with a software agent that would moni-
tor the patients as a group. The agent could then estimate 
when a patient might benefit from moving to a differ-
ent robot (due to, e.g., fatigue, boredom, or simply lack 
of improvement in the current exercise). It could then 
suggest such a change to the patient(s) or supervising 
therapist, who could either accept or reject it. In the long 
term, this may become a bidirectional exchange of infor-
mation between the therapist and the robotic supervi-
sion system: the robot intelligence could study when the 
therapist chooses to accept or reject its suggestions, and 
could learn to adapt its suggestions accordingly. More 
extremely, such centralized planning by an artificial intel-
ligence could even be used in situations where a therapist 
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is not available: for example, during a weekend group 
session supervised by a technician or nurse rather than 
a therapist. Again, basic steps have been taken in this 
direction: for example, Hocoma AG has introduced the 
Extra Time software, which allows an aide to run previ-
ously described exercises when a therapist is not avail-
able. However, the Extra Time software does not perform 
any monitoring or planning.

Such a centralized patient monitoring and patient-robot 
assignment planning system has not been implemented in 
existing robotic gyms, where patients either do not switch 
between devices within the session [3] or switch between 
them arbitrarily after a predefined time period [6]. How-
ever, it should be possible: theoretical models suggest 
that, given knowledge about ability levels, it is possible to 
design a multi-task training regimen that maximizes long-
term retention across different trained functions [25, 26], 
though this has not been applied to robotics.

Contribution of current paper
In this paper, we introduce the concept of an intelligent 
patient-robot assignment system for a robotic gym that 
monitors all patients’ exercise performance and dynami-
cally assigns them to available robots in order to optimize 
training outcome for the entire patient group. Realisti-
cally, this is a very complex problem involving numer-
ous uncertainties (e.g., the difficulty of estimating actual 
patient motor ability from performance in a single spe-
cific task [21–24]), and the success of a specific solution 
could only be determined via long-term human subjects 
testing with actual people with motor impairments. 
However, as initial steps toward a realistic system, we:

• Developed a simplified mathematical model for 
patient-robot assignment and training planning in a 
robotic gym,

• Adopted mixed-integer nonlinear programming 
algorithms to find optimal assignment and training 
solutions,

• Verified the proposed assignment solutions in differ-
ent simulated situations and demonstrated effective 
training results.

• Discussed limitations of the model and next steps.

Methods
This section is divided as follows. We first present the 
simplified robotic rehabilitation gym scenario in plain 
English (Scenario description) and using mathematical 
formulations (Mathematical scenario formulation). We 
then present the mixed-integer programming algorithms 
used for dynamic patient-robot assignment (Optimiza-
tion algorithms) and multiple evaluation scenarios in 

which the performance of these algorithms was evaluated 
(Evaluation methodology).

Scenario description
In our simplified scenario, the robotic rehabilitation 
gym consists of M patients exercising with N robots for 
a period of G time steps. Each patient has K motor skills 
that they need to improve; these can be considered to be, 
for example, different upper limb and lower limb abilities 
as separated by clinical scales such as the Motor Assess-
ment Scale [27] or the Fugl-Meyer Assessment [28], but 
are kept general for purposes of the simplified scenario. 
Similarly, a robot could also be a passive sensorized reha-
bilitation device but is kept as a general ‘robot’ for pur-
poses of our scenario.

For the current paper, multiple simplifications and con-
straints of the scenario were implemented. The scope of 
these simplifications and ways in which they could be 
expanded are examined further in the Discussion. First, 
there were several constraints on robot use that we con-
sider reasonable:

• At any given time, only a single patient can use a 
given robot. While competitive and cooperative two-
robot setups could be modeled as a single robot that 
can be used by two patients [7–12], such setups are 
currently a minority.

• At any given time, a given patient can only use a 
single robot. While there are some setups where a 
patient can train with two robots simultaneously 
(e.g., an arm and leg robot [29]), they are relatively 
rare.

• Each robot has an associated nonnegative time 
required to ‘exit’ the robot after training that is con-
stant across patients and does not contribute to skill 
improvement. Realistically, there is both an ‘enter’ 
and an ‘exit’ time for each robot, which represents the 
time needed to, e.g., adjust the lengths of the robot’s 
segments to the patient, strap the patient to the robot 
before exercise, and unstrap them after exercise. The 
time may in practice be different for different patients 
and may vary depending on the temporal sequence 
of patients (e.g., if a patient is followed by a patient of 
roughly the same size, reducing readjustment time). 
However, we consider simplifying this as an overall 
‘exit’ time to be reasonable for the current study.

• As a result of the above exit time, a patient cannot 
enter a new robot until they have exited their current 
robot, and a patient cannot enter a robot until the 
previous patient has exited that robot.

Second, there were two constraints on training sched-
ules that we also consider relatively reasonable:
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• All patients begin and finish training simultaneously; 
none can train before the starting time or after the 
end time. In practice, patients may arrive and leave 
one by one.

• A patient may only train with a given robot once for 
a single uninterrupted period. For example, they can-
not leave the robot, train with another robot, and 
come back to the first robot; as a second example, 
they cannot train with the robot, take a break where 
they do nothing, and continue training with the same 
robot. This is likely reasonable if the time period to 
be modeled is a single session, and can be expanded 
later.

Third, there were five simplifications related to skill 
acquisition, of which the last two are quite major and are 
discussed extensively in the Discussion:

• Each robot only trains a single motor skill. Larger 
robots can train multiple skills simultaneously (e.g., 
both distal and proximal upper extremity function in 
the ARMin [2]), and there is evidence that training 
one skill generalizes to improvements in other skills 
(e.g., distal to proximal [30]), but we consider this a 
reasonable initial simplification that can easily be 
expanded later.

• Each skill is only trained by a single robot. In prac-
tice, a robotic gym may have multiple robots that all 
train the same skill (e.g., multiple identical robots), 
but we again consider this a reasonable initial simpli-
fication that can easily be expanded later.

• Once a patient is assigned to a robot, no further 
choices need to be made for that robot. In practice, 
rehabilitation robots have adjustable difficulty set-
tings and control strategies [5] that are set either 
manually by the therapist or automatically by an 
intelligent algorithm.

• Each skill improves as a deterministic function of 
time spent training on a robot that trains that skill, 
and depends on no other factors. This is a strong 
simplification; while such learning functions have 
been described in the literature [31, 32], they are 
not deterministic, and improvement is influenced by 
numerous other factors (e.g., forgetting [25]).

• Each patient’s current skill levels are available to the 
patient-robot assignment algorithms at all times, and 
the functions that relate improvement to training 
time are also known. This is a very strong simplifi-
cation: while rehabilitation robots can assess patient 
motor function using built-in sensors, this estimate is 
not completely accurate [21–24]; furthermore, stand-
ardized clinical tests of motor function such as the 
Fugl-Meyer Assessment [28] are not perfectly accu-

rate and cannot be conducted during a rehabilitation 
session since they require significant time. Similarly, 
the learning function is not known to rehabilitation 
robots and can only be imperfectly estimated.

Mathematical scenario formulation
For the scenario described in the previous subsection, we 
define a set of rehabilitation robots, R := {r1, . . . , rN } , a 
group of patients, P := {p1, . . . , pM} , and a set of motor 
skills, S := {s1, . . . , sK } , to be trained for each patient. Let 
N  be the number of robots, M be the number of patients 
and K  be the number of skills. To follow the simplifica-
tions above, N = K  and each skill is trained by exactly 
one robot. The training session consists of G discrete time 
steps, i.e., G is the final time training can be done. We also 
define H as the final time a patient may start training on 
a new robot. Both G and H are non-negative integers, 
and G ≥ H . In our specific case, we set H = G , allowing 
a patient to start training on a robot at the last time step 
and train for a single time step. The time steps can be used 
to represent any amount of time as long as the duration 
of each time step is the same. For each robot ri ∈ R , the 
robot’s exit time is defined as a non-negative integer eri . 
When no time is needed to exit a robot, eri = 0. For each 
patient pj ∈ P , we are given skill curves that determine 
skill improvements as a function of time spent training on 
different robots. This encapsulates the last two simplifica-
tions in the previous subsection. The objective of dynamic 
patient-robot assignment and training planning is to find 
a schedule of the patients’ skill training on the robots that 
optimizes the total skill gain across the patients.

The scheduling problem can be framed as a mixed-
integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem. There 
are three basic MINLP formulations: the time-indexed 
formulation, the disjunctive formulation, and the rank-
based formulation [33]. The choice of MINLP formula-
tions is based on their flexibility to model a problem and 
the computational efficiency to solve the problem. We 
applied both time-indexed (Time-indexed model) and 
disjunctive (Disjunctive model) models to our schedul-
ing problem. After presenting broad models, we applied 
several simplifications for the current study, described in 
“Simplifications for our study”.

Time‑indexed model
In time-indexed models, a schedule is created by deter-
mining, for each time step t ≤ H , whether a patient starts 
training on a given robot and how long the patient trains 
on the robot. The decision variables used for the time-
indexed model are defined as follows:
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• xri ,pj ,t is a Boolean variable that is equal to 1 if patient 
pj starts training on robot ri at time step t.

• dri ,pj is a nonnegative integer that represents the 
amount of time patient pj trains on robot ri.

Unlike the original time-indexed models for process 
engineering [34] where the duration of a task is known 
a priori, our model introduces the variable dri ,pj to deter-
mine when a patient should stop training on a given 
robot as part of the decision-making. The time-indexed 
MINLP model is then formulated as maximizing objec-
tive function (1), subject to constraints (2)–(8):

subject to

The objective (1) maximizes the total skill gain across 
all patients during the training session, where

(1)max

N

i=1

M

j=1

H

t=1

f (xri ,pj ,t , dri ,pj )

(2)
∑M

j=1
xri ,pj ,t ≤ 1, ∀ri ∈ R, t ≤ H

(3)
∑N

i=1
xri ,pj ,t ≤ 1, ∀pj ∈ P, t ≤ H

(4)

∑

i∈[a,b]

sra ,pj+dra ,pj+era−1
∑

t=sra ,pj

xri ,pj ,t ≤ 1, ∀ ra, rb ∈ R and ra �= rb, pj ∈ P,

(5)

sri ,pa+dri ,pa+eri−1
∑

t=sri ,pa

∑

j∈[a,b]

xri ,pj ,t ≤ 1, ∀ pa, pb ∈ P and pa �= pb, ri ∈ R,

(6)xri ,pj ,t ∗ t + dri ,pj − 1 ≤ G,∀ri ∈ R, pj ∈ P, t ≤ H

(7)

∑N

i=1

sra ,pj+dra ,pj+era−1
∑

t=sra ,pj

xri ,pj ,t =

sra ,pj+dra ,pj+era−1
∑

t=sra ,pj

xra ,pj ,t

= 1, ∀ri, ra ∈ R, pj ∈ P, t ≤ H

(8)
G
∑

t=1

xri ,pj ,t ≤ 1, ∀ri ∈ R, pj ∈ P

(9)

f (xri ,pj ,t , dri ,pj ) =
c1,ri ,pj ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + c4,ri ,pj ∗ (dri ,pj ∗ xri ,pj ,t + uri ,pj ))

c2,ri ,pj + c4,ri ,pj ∗ (dri ,pj ∗ xri ,pj ,t + uri ,pj )+ c3,ri ,pj

−
c1,ri ,pj ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + c4,ri ,pj ∗ uri ,pj )

c2,ri ,pj + c4,ri ,pj ∗ uri ,pj + c3,ri ,pj

is the skill curve function with c1,ri ,pj , c2,ri ,pj , c3,ri ,pj deter-
mining the shape of the skill curve and c4,ri ,pj determining 
how far along the skill curve a patient advances per time 
step. Each c value changes depending on the patient pj 
and robot ri pairing to create a custom skill curve.  ui,j is 
the number of training time steps previously performed 
by patient pj with robot ri in previous sessions, plus one 
(with the plus one used to calibrate the function). The 
basic function is common to all patients and skills while 
the parameters may differ between patients and skills. It 
models a modified hyperbolic skill curve where patients 
tend to have rapid gains when first training a skill, then 
diminished returns as they train more [31, 32]. The 
c1,ri ,pj ∗(c2,ri ,pj+c4,ri ,pj ∗uri ,pj )

c1,ri ,pj+c4,ri ,pj ∗uri ,pj+c3,ri ,pj
 portion of the equation represents 

the patient’s initial skill value before the current training 
session.

Constraints (2)–(5) are imposed on robot use. Con-
straint (2) ensures that only a single patient can 
start  using a given robot at any given time. Constraint 
(3) ensures that a given patient can only start using a 
single robot at any given time. Constraint (4) ensures 
that a patient pj cannot begin training on a new robot 
rb until after they have exited their current robot ra (i.e., 
sra,pj + dra,pj + era − 1 , where sra,pj is a nonnegative inte-
ger that represents the time when patient pj starts train-
ing on robot ra). This constraint is ignored if patient pj 
does not train on robot ra during the session. Constraint 
(5) ensures that a patient pb cannot start training on 
a robot ri until after the previous patient pa on robot ri 
has exited that robot and patient pb has entered the 
robot (i.e., sri ,pa + dri ,pa + eripa) . Again, this constraint 
is ignored if patient pa does not train on robot ri during 
the session. Constraint (6) ensures that no one can start 
training or continue to train after the final time step—i.e., 
no one can train at G + 1 . Constraint (7) ensures that a 
person can only train on a single robot at a time. Con-
straint (8) ensures that a patient may only train with a 
given robot once for a single uninterrupted period.

Disjunctive model
In disjunctive models, a schedule is created by deter-
mining what time a patient starts and finishes train-
ing on a given robot. The start and end times together 
implicitly capture the amount of time spent training on 
a robot. The decision variables used in the disjunctive 
model are defined as follows:

• xri ,pj is the integer start time of patient j on robot i.
• yri ,pj is the integer end time of patient j on robot i.
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• ari ,pa,pb is a Boolean precedence indicator that is 
equal to 1 if patient pa is on robot ri before patient pb 
and is equal to 0 otherwise.

• bra,rb ,pj is a Boolean precedence indicator that is equal 
to 1 if patient pj is on robot ra before robot rb and is 
equal to 0 otherwise.

• zri ,pj is a Boolean activation variable that is equal to 1 
if patient pj uses robot ri during the training session 
and is equal to 0 otherwise.

The disjunctive MINLP model is formulated as maxi-
mizing objective (10), subject to constraints (11)–(15):

subject to

The objective (10) maximizes the total skill acquisi-
tion across all patients during the training session, 
where

is the skill improvement function. While function (16) 
appears slightly different than function (9), this is only 
because of the difference in the variables used to model 
the disjunctive and time-indexed models. Both Eqs.  (9) 
and (16) represent a modified hyperbolic function that 
models the learning curves [31, 32]. Passing a sched-
ule represented in time-indexed model form through 

(10)max

N
∑

i=1

M
∑

j=1

f (xri ,pj , yri ,pj )

(11)1 ≤ xri ,pj ≤ yri ,pj ≤ G, ∀ri ∈ R, pj ∈ P

(12)

(

xri ,pa − (yri ,pb + ei − V ∗ ari ,pa,pb)
)

∗ zri ,pa ∗ zri ,pb

≥ 0, ∀ri ∈ R, pa, pb ∈ P

(13)

(

xri ,pb − (yri ,pa + eri − V ∗ (1− ari ,pa,pb))
)

∗ zri ,pa ∗ zri ,pb ≥ 0, ∀ri ∈ R, pa, pb ∈ P

(14)

(

xra,pj − (yrb ,pj + erb − V ∗ bra,rb ,pj )
)

∗ zra,pj ∗ zrb ,pj ≥ 0, ∀ra, rb ∈ R, pj ∈ P

(15)

(

xrb ,pj − (yra,pj + era − V ∗ (1− bra,rb ,pj ))
)

∗ zra,pj ∗ zrb ,pj ≥ 0, ∀ra, rb ∈ R, pj ∈ P

(16)

f (xi,j , yi,j) =
c1,ri ,pj ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + c4,ri ,pj ∗ (1+ yri ,pj − xri ,pj + uri ,pj ))

c2,ri ,pj + c4,ri ,pj ∗ (1+ yri ,pj − xri ,pj + uri ,pj )+ c3,ri ,pj

−
c1,ri ,pj ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + c4,ri ,pj ∗ uri ,pj )

c2,ri ,pj + c4,ri ,pj ∗ uri ,pj + c3,ri ,pj

function (1) results in an equal value as passing that same 
schedule in disjunctive model form through function 
(10).

Constraint (11) ensures that the start and end times 
of a patient training on a given robot are between 1 
and G , and the start time is not later than the end time. 
Constraints (12) and (13) are disjunctive constraints on 
robot use and ensure that two patients’ training activities 
requiring the same robot cannot overlap in time. Spe-
cifically, for any two patients pa, pb ∈ P , the start time 
of patient pb on a given robot must be at least eri greater 
than the end time of patient pa on the same robot if 
patient pa precedes pb . This requirement accounts for the 
time, i.e., eri , taken for patient pa to exit the robot. This 
is analogous to constraint (5) in the time-indexed model. 
The Boolean variable ari ,pa,pb is introduced to indicate the 
precedence of two patients pa and pb on robot ri . V  is a 
sufficiently large multiplier [35] that ensures that either 
(12) or (13), but not both, will hold depending on the 
precedence indicated by ari ,pa,pb . Note that the two con-
straints are taken into account only if both patient pa 
and pb use the robot i during the training session, i.e., 
zri ,pa = zri ,pb = 1 . For any two patients pa and pb who 
do not both use robot ri at any time during the train-
ing session, i.e., zri ,pa = 0 or zri ,pb = 0 , constraints (12) 
and (13) are always satisfied. Similarly, constraints (14) 
and (15) are disjunctive constraints on the schedule of a 
given patient that ensure that the start time of patient pj 
on robot rb must be at least eri greater than the end time 
of patient pj on robot ra if patient pj uses robot ra before 
robot rb . The two constraints hold only if both robot ra 
and rb are used by patient pj during the training session, 
i.e., zra,pj = zrb ,pj = 1.

Simplifications for our study
While Eqs.  (9) and (16) allow general representations 
of possible skill curves, our specific study held several 
variables constant for simplicity. c1,ri ,pj represents the 
maximum skill value that can be achieved with an infi-
nite amount of training (e.g., maximum score on a clini-
cal assessment scale); this was set to 100 for every skill.  
c4,ri ,pj determines how many “units” of training a patient 
gains in a skill when training that skill for one time step. 
This could be used to represent, e.g., more or less effi-
cient robots for the same skill, but was not considered 
critical for the current study, and c4,ri ,pj was thus set to 1. 
Finally, we focused only on scenarios where patients have 
not previously trained with the robots, and uri ,pj was thus 
set to 1. The skill function for the time-indexed model, 
Eq. (9), thus simplified to:
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and Eq. (16) thus simplified to:

Optimization algorithms
The Branch-And-Reduce Optimization Navigator 
(BARON) optimizer (The Optimization Firm LLC, USA) 
[36] was applied to both time-indexed and disjunctive 
models. BARON was chosen due to its ability to find 
global solutions to nonlinear and mixed-integer non-
linear problems. As the name implies, BARON specifi-
cally uses branch-and-bound optimization that always 
finds the global optimum under specific conditions (e.g., 
having a finite lower and upper bound on the nonlinear 
constraints, having enough optimization iterations to 
complete the search). Additionally, the OPTI toolbox for 
MATLAB 2021a (MathWorks, USA) was used to inter-
face with the BARON optimizer, and IBM’s ILOG CPLEX 
optimization studio [37] was used to increase the effec-
tiveness of the BARON optimizer. The OPTI toolbox can 
accept constraints in both linear and nonlinear format. 
Initially, we wrote all constraints in nonlinear format; for 
the final evaluation, linear constraints were written in lin-
ear format since this (on average) reduced optimization 
duration.

While the BARON optimizer is guaranteed to find a 
solution close to the global maximum, this is only if it 
has enough time to do so. As the number of optimization 
iterations is always limited, the optimizer may be unable 
to find the optimal schedule within that limit. There-
fore, the optimization was combined with an algorithm 
that scans the schedule in each optimization iteration for 
obvious weaknesses and removes them. Specifically, the 
algorithm looks for situations where a patient is idle and 
scheduled to be assigned to a robot in later time steps, 
but that robot is already available earlier; in such situa-
tions, the algorithm changes the schedule so the patient 
begins training on that robot as soon as it is available. 
A similar process is applied to the end time: if a patient 
is scheduled to exit a robot but the robot and patient 
would then both be idle, the training time on the robot 

(17)

f (xri ,pj ,t , dri ,pj ) =
100 ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + dri ,pj ∗ xri ,pj ,t + 1)

c2,ri ,pj + dri ,pj ∗ xri ,pj ,t + 1+ c3,ri ,pj

−
100 ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + 1)

c2,ri ,pj + 1+ c3,ri ,pj

(18)

f (xri ,pj , yri ,pj ) =
100 ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + 2+ yri ,pj − xri ,pj )

c2,ri ,pj + 2+ yri ,pj − xri ,pj + c3,ri ,pj

−
100 ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + 1)

c2,ri ,pj + 1+ c3,ri ,pj

is extended. Despite this algorithm, repeated optimiza-
tion of the same scenario may still lead to slightly dif-
ferent results due to the finite number of optimization 
iterations.

Evaluation methodology
Our optimization strategy aims to maximize the total 
amount of skill gained during a session: the difference 
between the skill value at the end and the start of the 
session, summed across all patients and skills. This total 
skill gain depends on the patients’ initial skill level and 
their skill curves (modeled with Eqs. 17 and 18 for each 
patient-robot pairing). The skill curves have diminishing 
returns, similar to real-world situations where it becomes 
harder to improve a skill the more a patient has trained 
it [31, 32]. To evaluate the effectiveness of the optimi-
zation strategy, we first evaluated multiple scenarios 
where all patients have the same skill curve for all skills 
(Equal skill curves) and then multiple scenarios where 
the patients have different skill curves (Different skill 
curves). Finally, to evaluate the computational cost of 
the optimization, we measured how optimization dura-
tion depends on the number of patients, robots, and time 
steps (Effect of patients, robots and time steps on optimi-
zation duration).

Equal skill curves
In this situation, all skill curves of all patients are 
described using Eqs.  (17) and (18) and the parameter 
values are c3,ri ,pj = 10, c2,ri ,pj = 1 and c4,ri ,pj = 1 for each 
patient and skill. Three possible combinations of patients 
and robots were tested:

• 5 patients and 5 robots,
• 6 patients and 5 robots,
• 5 patients and 7 robots.

Each of these was tested in three time variants:

• 7 time steps total, robots have no exit time,
• 12 time steps total, robots have no exit time,
• 12 time steps total, robots have an exit time of 1 time 

step.

There was thus a total of 9 evaluation scenarios with 
equal skill curves.

In the last variant (1-step exit time), a patient must 
wait (remain idle) for one time step after training on a 
robot before they can be assigned to a new robot ( eri = 
1 ∀ri ∈ R ). Furthermore, no other patient can train with 
that robot until the previous patient has completed the 
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idle period. Such exit times were not evaluated with a 
7-time-step duration since the short duration would 
strongly favor not switching robots. The difference in 
computational complexity between 7 and 12 time steps 
was expected in advance to be greater for the time-
indexed model since that model’s parameter count scales 
proportionally higher with respect to time while the dis-
junctive model’s does not.

For both models, the optimization was allowed to 
run for 1000 iterations. Additionally, two ‘baseline’ 
approaches were evaluated for each scenario:

• Best robot only: Each patient was assigned to a single 
robot for the entire session. This was selected as the 
robot that would result in the highest individual skill 
gain over the session for that patient. In case of con-
flicts (two patients would get highest gain from same 
robot), the robot was assigned to the patient who 
would receive a greater gain, and the other patient 
was assigned to their “second-best” robot.

• Switch halfway: Each patient was assigned to one 
robot for the first half of the session and a second 
robot for the second half of the session. These were 
again selected as the two robots that would result in 
the two highest individual skill gains over the session 
for that patient, and conflicts between patients were 
resolved similarly to the previous case. As the skill 
curves have diminishing returns, this was expected 
to lead to higher overall skill gain than not switching 
robots and is similar to a recent robotic gym paper 
where patients switched midway through the session 
[6].

As a basic statistical test, a one-way repeated-meas-
ures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Holm-Sidak 
post-hoc tests was calculated with four conditions (dis-
junctive, time-indexed, best robot only, switch halfway) 
and nine samples per condition (the nine evaluation 
scenarios). A priori, both disjunctive and time-indexed 
models were expected to outperform both baseline 
schedules: optimization should yield a superior result 
unless the naïve schedules are already optimal. No sig-
nificant difference was expected between disjunctive 
and time-indexed schedules; given infinite optimization 
iterations, both models should converge to the same 
schedule. It should be noted that the ANOVA inde-
pendence assumption is violated since the “best robot 
only” result is the same in the “12 time steps” and “12 
time steps and exit time” scenarios; we considered this 
acceptable since the ANOVA is simply a quick valida-
tion of the results rather than the primary outcome 
measure.

Different skill curves
Realistically, patients have different initial skill levels 
before training (e.g., different impairment levels after 
neurological injury) and learn skills at different rates. 
To represent these differences, every patient-robot 
pairing was assigned a different skill curve by varying 
variables c2,i,j and c3,i,j in Eqs. (17) and (18). These varia-
bles affect both the rate of growth and initial skill value.

42 different skill curves with different values of c2,ri ,pj 
and c3,ri ,pj were created and randomly distributed to 
patients and robots in a group. c2,ri ,pj ranged from 0.01 
to 100 while c3,ri ,pj ranged from 5 to 1000. This was done 
three times to create three ‘groups’ of patients with dif-
ferent skill curves, allowing us to determine whether 
the system could consistently create a good schedule 
that was not dependent on a very specific set of skill 
distributions. For each of the three groups, the same 9 
scenarios as in the previous subsection were simulated, 
and the two baseline approaches were evaluated as well. 
Again, optimizations ran for 1000 iterations.

As a basic statistical test, a two-way mixed ANOVA was 
conducted with one within-subject factor (schedule: dis-
junctive, time-indexed, best robot only, switch halfway), one 
between-subjects factor (group: 1–3) and nine samples per 
bin (nine evaluation scenarios). Holm-Sidak post-hoc tests 
were used to compare schedules, and effect size was reported 
as partial eta-squared. Significant differences between sched-
ules were expected a priori since optimization should yield 
a superior result unless the naïve schedules are already opti-
mal. Thus, the ANOVA serves as a quick check of the opti-
mization rather than as the primary outcome.

Effect of patients, robots and time steps on optimization 
duration
The optimization duration is expected to increase 
as the number of patients, robots, and time steps 
increases. To determine the effect of each of these 
parameters, we applied both disjunctive and time-
indexed models to the “equal skill curves” scenario, 
varied the three parameters, and measured the optimi-
zation duration. The following variations were tested:

• At 5 patients and 5 robots, test 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 12 
time steps,

• At 5 robots and 5 time steps, test 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
patients,

• At 5 patients and 5 time steps, test 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
robots.

All optimizations were run on a personal computer 
with an 8-core 3600-MHz Ryzen 7 3700X central pro-
cessing unit (AMD, Santa Clara, CA).
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Results
Equal skill curves
The returned score function value represents the total 
skill gain: the difference between the skill value at the end 
and the start of the session, summed across all patients 
and skills. Table 1 shows total skill gain obtained with the 
different schedule types for the nine scenarios with equal 
skill curves.

The one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was signifi-
cant (p < 0.001), and post-hoc tests found that both dis-
junctive and time-indexed schedules resulted in higher 
total skill gain than the “best robot” and “switch half-
way” schedules (p < 0.01 in all cases). Switching halfway 
resulted in higher total skill gain than the “best robot” 
schedule (p < 0.001), but there was no significant differ-
ence between disjunctive and time-indexed schedules.

Different skill curves
Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the total skill gains obtained with 
different schedule types for the nine scenarios with dif-
ferent skill curves. Each table corresponds to one of the 
three patient groups (skill curve assignments).

The ANOVA found a significant main effect of sched-
ule (p < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.92) and a significant 

interaction effect of schedule × group (p < 0.001, partial 
eta-squared = 0.56). In post-hoc tests, both disjunctive 
and time-indexed schedules resulted in higher total skill 
gain than both baseline schedules (p < 0.001 for all com-
parisons), the disjunctive schedule resulted in higher 
total skill gain than the time-indexed schedule (p < 0.001), 
and the “switch halfway” schedule resulted in higher total 
skill gain than the “best robot” schedule (p < 0.001).

Figure 1 shows a visual representation of the total skill 
gain over time (rather than only at the end of the session) 
using the four schedule types (disjunctive, time-indexed, 
best robot, switch halfway) for two representative exam-
ples: (a) 6 patients, 5 robots and 7 time steps, and (b) 5 
patients, 7 robots and 12 time steps (right). Figures  2 
and 3 show the total skill gain over time in the same two 
examples and with the same schedule types, but sepa-
rately for each individual patient rather than as a group.

Effect of patients, robots and time steps on optimization 
duration
As mentioned, this evaluation was done with the 
“equal skill curves” scenario. The following results were 
obtained for the disjunctive model:

Table 1 Total skill gain with different schedule types for the nine evaluation scenarios when all skill curves were the same

P represents the number of patients, R represents the number of robots, and T represents the training duration

Scenario (PxRxT) Disjunctive Time-indexed Best robot Switch halfway

5P 5R 7 T 206.6 208.8 153.5 187.5

5P 5R 12 T 335.2 314.1 208.3 277.8

5P 5R 12 T with exit time 270.8 266.1 208.3 261.4

6P 5R 7 T 216.3 219.8 153.5 187.5

6P 5R 12 T 341.3 339.4 208.3 277.8

6P 5R 12 T with exit time 270.8 264.3 208.3 261.4

5P 7R 7 T 222.5 221.8 153.5 187.5

5P 7R 12 T 348.5 343.3 208.3 277.8

5P 7R 12 T with exit time 270.2 264.7 208.3 261.4

Table 2 Total skill gain after training for group 1 with the different schedule types for the nine different scenarios

P represents the number of patients, R represents the number of robots, and T represents the training duration

Scenario (PxRxT) Disjunctive Time-indexed Best robot Switch halfway

5P 5R 7 T 110.5 107.6 83.9 100.0

5P 5R 12 T 163.2 147.7 115.5 134.5

5P 5R 12 T with exit time 148.2 139.5 115.5 128.9

6P 5R 7 T 119.0 114.7 95.3 109.6

6P 5R 12 T 176.0 156.5 131.1 147.0

6P 5R 12 T with exit time 158.9 151.1 131.1 139.3

5P 7R 7 T 184.0 166.7 142.7 174.0

5P 7R 12 T 254.6 232.3 187.3 219.5

5P 7R 12 T with exit time 231.8 221.6 187.3 211.1
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Table 3 Total skill gain after training for group 2 with the different schedule types for the nine different scenarios

P represents the number of patients, R represents the number of robots, and T represents the training duration

Scenario (PxRxT) Disjunctive Time-indexed Best robot Switch halfway

5P 5R 7 T 189.4 184.2 136.9 177.9

5P 5R 12 T 254.0 234.6 173.4 234.1

5P 5R 12 T with exit time 241.0 230.8 173.4 224.0

6P 5R 7 T 199.2 196.7 145.1 186.4

6P 5R 12 T 267.9 245.9 186.4 241.4

6P 5R 12 T with exit time 253.8 234.8 186.4 231.2

5P 7R 7 T 211.2 206.8 137.8 197.0

5P 7R 12 T 280.8 266.7 175.0 261.4

5P 7R 12 T with exit time 261.9 255.0 175.0 248.2

Table 4 Total skill gain after training for group 3 with the different schedule types for the nine different scenarios

P represents the number of patients, R represents the number of robots, and T represents the training duration

Scenario (PxRxT) Disjunctive Time-indexed Best robot Switch halfway

5P 5R 7 T 135.8 134.4 102.3 118.3

5P 5R 12 T 193.2 183.0 132.2 171.7

5P 5R 12 T with exit time 177.2 175.2 132.2 162.0

6P 5R 7 T 169.5 163.6 138.4 147.9

6P 5R 12 T 230.0 212.4 171.7 208.2

6P 5R 12 T with exit time 215.0 209.2 171.7 198.2

5P 7R 7 T 173.9 173.3 137.2 170.1

5P 7R 12 T 244.1 234.8 175.2 225.1

5P 7R 12 T with exit time 227.5 205.3 175.2 214.8

Fig. 1 Two examples of total skill gain over time using four schedule types: disjunctive, time-indexed system, best robot, and switch halfway. 
Example a is for group 2 with 6 patients, 5 robots, and 7 time steps. Example b is for group 1 with 5 patients, 7 robots, and 12 time steps
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Fig. 2 Total skill gain for each patient over time in group 2 with 6 patients, 5 robots, and 7 time steps. The subplots represent different scheduling 
approaches

Fig. 3 Total skill gain for each patient over time in group 1 with 5 patients, 7 robots, and 12 time steps. The subplots represent different scheduling 
approaches
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• When varying the number of time steps with 5 
patients and 5 robots, the optimization duration is 
0.3  s for 1 time step, 11.9  s for 2 steps, 17.7  s for 3 
steps, 61.3 s for 4 steps, 1201 s for 5 steps, and 2056s 
for 12 steps.

• When varying the number of patients with 5 robots 
and 5 time steps, the optimization duration is 0.3  s 
for 1 patient, 3.6 s for 2 patients, 240 s for 3 patients, 
273 s for 4 patients, and 1201 s for 5 patients.

• When varying the number of robots with 5 patients 
and 5 time steps, the optimization duration is 0.3  s 
for 1 robot, 33.9  s for 2 robots, 51.1  s for 3 robots, 
69.8 s for 4 robots, and 1201 for 5 robots.

The following results were obtained for the time-
indexed model:

• When varying the number of time steps with 
5 patients and 5 robots, the optimization dura-
tion is 0.1  s for 1 time step, 4.1  s for 2 steps, 23.8  s 
for 3 steps, 380 s for 4 steps, 1479 s for 5 steps, and 
16,400 s for 12 steps.

• When varying the number of patients with 5 robots 
and 5 time steps, the optimization duration is 0.3  s 
for 1 patient, 24 s for 2 patients, 717 s for 3 patients, 
800 s for 4 patients, and 1479 s for 5 patients.

• When varying the number of robots with 5 patients 
and 5 time steps, the optimization duration is 0.3  s 
for 1 robot, 51 s for 2 robots, 287 s for 3 robots, 299 s 
for 4 robots, and 1479 s for 5 robots.

These durations vary somewhat whenever the optimi-
zation is re-run, but we consider an approximate time to 
be sufficient for illustration.

Discussion
Equal skill curves
The time-indexed and disjunctive systems significantly 
outperformed the baseline schedules, as indicated by 
the repeated-measures ANOVA and Table  1. In all sce-
narios, both models were always better than the “best 
robot” schedule. While there was no statistically signifi-
cant difference in total skill gain between time-indexed 
and disjunctive systems, there were some nonsignificant 
differences. Most prominently, there were a few scenarios 
with 1-step exit times where the disjunctive system out-
performed the “switch halfway” schedule but the time-
indexed system did not (Table 1).

Both time-indexed and disjunctive systems should con-
verge to the same schedule given infinite optimization 
iterations. The outcome differences are due to a finite 
number of optimization iterations, which gives an advan-
tage to the simpler disjunctive model. In that model, 

start and stop times can be changed simply by changing 
integer values assigned to a patient-robot pairing. Con-
versely, in the time-indexed system, the starting time of 
a patient on a robot is determined by a binary variable. 
Thus, to change the time when a patient starts training on 
a robot, the system must toggle off one binary variable, 
toggle another one on, and possibly change the duration 
integer, resulting in an overall more difficult optimiza-
tion process that requires more iterations. To verify that 
time-indexed and disjunctive systems would converge to 
the same schedule given infinite optimization iterations, 
we later applied both models to several simpler scenarios 
(3 patients, 3 robots, 12 time steps; 5 patients, 5 robots, 
1–3 time steps) and ran optimizations until no changes 
occurred for 2000 iterations. In all cases, disjunctive and 
time-indexed models converged on the same schedule.

While the variables used in the time-indexed model 
make the optimization take longer, they do remove an 
inherent limitation of the disjunctive system. The disjunc-
tive model only allows a patient to train on a robot once 
within a session. While this works for the constraints in 
this paper, it would not work in a less constrained situ-
ation where there is no limit on how often a patient can 
train on a robot. Conversely, the time-indexed model 
could be easily modified to remove this constraint.

Different skill curves
When the skill curves were not equal, both disjunctive 
and time-indexed schedules significantly outperformed 
both baseline schedules. This was expected since opti-
mization should be more effective than a naïve schedule. 
However, the difference in total skill gain between dis-
junctive and time-indexed schedules was now statistically 
significant, with the disjunctive schedule overall resulting 
in higher total skill gain. Additionally, the time-indexed 
system was worse than the “switch halfway” schedule 
in two scenarios while the disjunctive system always 
resulted in higher total skill gain than the “switch half-
way” schedule. While disjunctive and time-indexed sys-
tems should converge to the same schedule given infinite 
iterations, the disjunctive system thus appears to be pref-
erable given finite optimization durations that are likely 
to be seen in realistic robot gyms.

As Fig. 1 shows, the baseline schedules outperform dis-
junctive and time-indexed schedules in initial time steps, 
but the opposite becomes true in later time steps. This is 
due to diminishing returns in individual skill curves: as 
patients’ skill gain on a robot decreases with time spent 
on that robot, assigning a patient to a single robot (as in 
the baseline schedules) has high initial skill gains. Con-
versely, the optimized schedules can plan over the long 
term, sacrificing high initial gains for a higher total gain.
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Figures  2 and 3 also show that, while disjunctive and 
time-indexed systems result in higher total skill gain than 
baseline schedules, not all patients benefit equally. For 
example, in Fig. 2, patient 5 has no skill gain at all in the 
“best robot” schedule; since there are more patients than 
robots, one patient must be neglected in the “best robot” 
schedule, and patient 5 benefits more from other sched-
ules. Conversely, patient 3 exhibits the highest gain in the 
“switch halfway” schedule rather than in an optimized 
schedule. This is less of an issue in Fig.  3, where there 
are more robots than patients. Nonetheless, optimizing 
for highest total skill gain does not mean that all patients 
benefit equally, and we discuss the implications later.

Finally, the significant interaction effect of group x 
schedule indicates that the three groups had different 
skill gains, with group 2 on average having the highest 
gains. This does not, however, mean that the system per-
formed better for group 2. As skill curve distributions are 
different between groups, some groups simply have more 
potential for skill gain. In the future, it would be benefi-
cial to determine what factors determine the potential 
of optimization, allowing researchers to decide when 
optimization should be performed. For example, instead 
of only having three groups, a Monte Carlo simulation 
could be used to generate many different groups, and the 
impact of each parameter in Eqs.  (9) and (16) could be 
evaluated. However, we believe that more complex sce-
narios should be created (Expanding the scenario simpli-
fications) and optimization duration should be reduced 
(Optimization duration) before such detailed evaluations 
are conducted.

Optimization duration
While disjunctive and time-indexed models can converge 
toward an optimal schedule regardless of problem com-
plexity as long as specific conditions are met, “Effect of 
patients, robots and time steps on optimization duration” 
shows that more time and optimization iterations are 
generally needed to reach the optimum as the number of 
robots, patients or time steps increases. Due to its rela-
tive simplicity, the disjunctive system overall requires less 
time for optimization than the time-indexed system: for 
example, the most complex scenario required 2056 s with 
the disjunctive system but 16,400 s with the time-indexed 
system. The disjunctive system is thus again considered 
preferable for realistic situations where limited time is 
available for optimization.

In our evaluations, the number of iterations was set 
to 1000, but the schedule is not necessarily improved 
in every iteration. Generally, 3–6 meaningful ‘improve-
ments’ to the schedule occurred over the course of these 
iterations; however, it is impossible to know beforehand 
when these improvements will occur. Thus, increasing 

the iteration cap above 1000 may result in slightly better 
outcomes at the cost of more optimization time. Con-
versely, reducing the iteration cap would reduce opti-
mization time but may have either a minimal or critical 
effect on the final schedule.

The increase in optimization time as the number of 
patients, robots, or time steps increases is a byproduct 
of the problem being an MINLP. As MINLPs are NP-
hard problems, an optimal solution cannot be found in 
polynomial time unless P = NP [38, 39]. The optimization 
duration thus increases exponentially with problem size 
and can become impractical if the problem is too com-
plex, as seen in “Effect of patients, robots and time steps 
on optimization duration”. While there is no way to avoid 
exponential increases in optimization duration within the 
current framework, some steps can nonetheless be taken 
to speed up optimization. For example, in the current 
study, the BARON optimizer created all schedules with 
no initial guess. It would be possible to instead begin with 
an initial schedule (e.g., one created by a therapist based 
on a quick evaluation of the patients) and have the sys-
tem try to improve upon it.

As another alternative within the current framework, 
the number of time steps can be varied by the person 
supervising the optimization. Increasing the number of 
time steps increases the session duration or improves 
schedule granularity (e.g., patients being able to switch 
robots every 5 min vs. every 10 min), but also exponen-
tially increases optimization duration. Furthermore, the 
optimal schedule for a 7-time-step scenario is not nec-
essarily the same as the optimal schedule for the first 7 
steps of a 12-step scenario—the system may make differ-
ent decisions in the first 7 steps if it ‘knows’ that more 
steps are available later. Thus, in a real-world robotic 
gym, the optimization supervisor could choose a pref-
erable tradeoff between schedule duration/granularity, 
schedule optimality (related to number of optimization 
iterations), and computational cost.

Finally, to overcome the limitations of MINLP, we 
have begun work on a different patient-robot assign-
ment framework that does not use an optimizer. Instead, 
it uses a neural network trained to predict skill growth. 
Preliminary results have shown that the neural net-
work approach drastically reduces the time needed to 
create a schedule, and we are currently combining it 
with a more complex scenario (Expanding the scenario 
simplifications).

Different optimization goals
In the current study, the optimization goal was always 
the same: maximizing total skill gain across all patients 
and skills. While this can be desirable in many cases, 
it may also have downsides in real-world situations. 
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For example, it may compromise the rehabilitation of 
patients who are considered “less promising”, reducing 
their quality of life post-rehabilitation. Even if no patient 
is neglected, the same absolute gain does not always have 
the same practical meaning. For example, the Fugl-Meyer 
Assessment upper limb score can range from 0 to 66 [28], 
but improving it from 0 to 6 may have different implica-
tions for the patient than improving it from 60 to 66.

To address this issue, future studies could optimize dif-
ferent objective functions. As a preliminary follow-up, we 
have implemented two alternative objective functions for 
the time-indexed model that aim to distribute skill gains 
more evenly among patients. First, we modified objective 
function (17) to include a penalty element corresponding 
to the variance in skill gain among patients, thus ensuring 
that all patients improve to a similar degree. This resulted 
in the following objective function:

where m is a penalty coefficient.
Second, we implemented an objective function that 

takes each patient’s maximum possible skill gain into 
account. First, the optimization is run with each patient 
individually (number of patients = 1) using objective 
function (17) to obtain that patient’s maximum possible 
skill gain if they are the only patient in the gym. The 
optimization is then run for all patients together with a 
new objective function that aims to optimize total skill 

(19)

f (xri ,pj ,t , dri ,pj ) =
100 ∗

(

c2,ri ,pj + dri ,pj ∗ xri ,pj ,t + 1

)

c2,ri ,pj + dri ,pj ∗ xri ,pj ,t + 1+ c3,ri ,pj

−
100 ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + 1)

c2,ri ,pj + 1+ c3,ri ,pj

−m ∗ variance(
100 ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + dri ,pj ∗ xri ,pj ,t + 1)

c2,ri ,pj + dri ,pj ∗ xri ,pj ,t + 1+ c3,ri ,pj

−
100 ∗ (c2,ri ,pj + 1)

c2,ri ,pj + 1+ c3,ri ,pj
)

gain relative to each patient’s individual maximum pos-
sible gain:

where f (xri ,pj ,t , dri ,pj ) is Eq.  (17) and m pj is a penalty 
coefficient for patient pj . This coefficient allows the prior-
ity of each patient to be modified as desired.

We then applied the time-indexed model to a simple 
scenario (3 patients, 5 robots, 5 time steps, different 
skill curves) using the original objective function (17) 
and new functions (19) and (20). This resulted in the 
example skill gains shown in Fig. 4. The example shows 
that the two new functions lead to more similar skill 
gains among patients, resulting in a benefit for patient 
3 but losses for the other two patients. These functions 
therefore also have drawbacks; for example, they may 
unfairly slow down patients with more “potential”. The 
most appropriate optimization goal may be depend-
ent on the situation: for example, groups of patients 
with similar impairment levels or similar potential for 
improvement may benefit from a different optimization 
goal than more heterogeneous groups.

Expanding the scenario simplifications
As mentioned in the Methods, two scenario simplifi-
cations are quite severe. First, we assumed that each 
patient’s current skill levels are known perfectly and that 
skill improvement curves are deterministic. Realisti-
cally, significant uncertainty is involved in skill improve-
ment and assessment, and would need to be considered 
(Stochastic modeling). Second, we assumed that skill 

(20)

max

M
∑

j=1

(

N
∑

i=1

H
∑

t=1

f (xri ,pj ,t , dri ,pj )

−mpj ∗ (1−

∑N
ri=1

∑H
t=1 f (xri ,pj ,t , dri ,pj )

maximum theoretical training gain for pj
))

Fig. 4 A preliminary comparison of total skill gain for each patient over time using a the original time-indexed system, b a modified system whose 
objective function includes a penalty corresponding to variance in skill gain among patients, and c a modified system that aims to optimize 
patients’ skill gains relative to their individual maximum possible gains. All examples are for 3 patients, 5 robots, 5 time steps, different skill curves
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improvement depends only on time spent training the 
skill. Realistically, improvement is influenced by multiple 
factors related to the patient and rehabilitation environ-
ment, which would also need to be considered (Robot 
and patient characteristics). After discussing these pos-
sible expansions, we present our long-term view of how 
dynamic patient-robot assignment algorithms would 
realistically be used (Long-term vision).

Stochastic modeling
Multiple sources of uncertainty could be included in a 
simulated robot gym. For example, patient skill level real-
istically would not be observable directly, and would need 
to be estimated from measurements such as task perfor-
mance (i.e., success rate in the exercise) as well as the 
amount, quality (e.g., smoothness) and intensity of move-
ment [21–24]. This could be simulated by representing 
patient skill level as a hidden state from which observ-
able outputs are generated via a model that describes 
the probability distribution of output values in a given 
hidden state. Second, patient skill improvement over 
time would be a stochastic process that could be simu-
lated using a probabilistic model such as Markov process 
or Gaussian process. Patient skill forgetting and spon-
taneous recovery could be modeled as random changes 
between consecutive sessions, and standardized clini-
cal tests could be modeled as an accurate skill estimate 
that can only be done between sessions. Finally, patients 
arriving and leaving one by one could be modeled as dif-
ferent start/stop times for each patient within a session 
that may or may not be known to the optimization algo-
rithm in advance.

Once these uncertainties have been incorporated, 
the optimization algorithm would need to be executed 
dynamically after each time step. In the current “static” 
formulation, the algorithm determines the entire ses-
sion schedule as an open-loop solution at the beginning 
of the session since patient skill improvement is perfectly 
predictable given the deterministic model. However, a 
schedule determined ahead of time cannot be effective 
in the presence of uncertainties. In a dynamic schedule, 
the algorithm would incorporate new information (e.g., 
actual measurements, unexpected patient arrival/depar-
ture) after each time step and make patient-robot assign-
ment decisions for the next time step.

Robot and patient characteristics
Multiple characteristics of robots and patients could be 
considered in a robotic gym. For example, rehabilitation 
robots commonly feature selectable difficulty levels [13, 
14] and control strategies (e.g., assistive vs challenge-
based [5]). These could be incorporated as a two-stage 
patient-robot assignment algorithm: first assign a 

patient to a robot, then choose the robot’s settings. In an 
expanded model where patient ‘hidden’ skill is observable 
via performance and other outputs (see previous subsec-
tion), these settings may influence both skill improve-
ment and observable outputs. For example, if difficulty is 
too low, patients may exhibit high performance but low 
skill improvement. Challenge-based strategies may lead 
to lower skill improvement in unskilled patients than 
assistive strategies, but higher improvement in more 
skilled patients. Finally, some robots may include gener-
alization of skill acquisition to other skills: a large gain 
in the primary skill (as in the current study) as well as 
smaller gains in other skills.

Additionally, patient motivation and engagement have 
a significant effect on immediate performance [7–9, 
11] and long-term functional gains [40]. This could be 
modeled by having unmotivated patients exhibit worse 
task performance and lower skill improvement. Motiva-
tion could also be modified by events within a session 
itself. For example, patients may dislike specific robots 
(and lose motivation if assigned to them) or switch-
ing robots too frequently. An excessive difficulty setting 
may decrease motivation, and not assigning a patient to 
any robot may decrease it as well (due to patient percep-
tion of being neglected). Such a patient model could also 
include fatigue as a related factor. For example, fatigue 
may increase as the patient exercises (especially at high 
difficulty settings), leading to decreased motivation. 
Fatigue could be decreased by not assigning a patient 
to any robot for a time step. However, if motivation 
decreases below a threshold, the patient may even leave 
the session unexpectedly.

Finally, the type and degree of patient impairment 
could be modeled as having an impact not only on ini-
tial patient skill levels, but also skill curves. For example, 
while we currently modeled all patients as having skill 
curves with diminishing returns, we could instead model 
a mix of curves: some with diminishing returns and some 
with, e.g., increasing returns [31, 32].

Long‑term vision
As mentioned in “Stochastic modeling”, optimization 
algorithms would likely need to be executed dynamically 
after each time step due to the presence of uncertain-
ties. Additionally, computational cost increases with the 
number of time steps to be optimized (Effect of patients, 
robots and time steps on optimization duration). Thus, 
we believe that, in the long term, robot gyms will not 
have a fully fixed session schedule. Instead, before the 
session, the optimization algorithm will create a ten-
tative schedule for the first few time steps based on 
patients’ medical files and data from previous sessions. 
The therapist will then move around the gym assisting 
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individual patients while the robot gym software moni-
tors all patients as a group. The software will dynami-
cally re-optimize the schedule for the next few time 
steps as new data become available and will provide sug-
gestions to the therapist when it believes that a patient 
should be moved to a different robot. As the compu-
tational cost for optimizing 1–3 time steps is relatively 
low, this can be done during the session itself, allowing a 
therapist to focus on helping individual patients without 
having to think about gym scheduling.

Learning from human experts
Finally, our study focused on purely computer-driven 
optimization without any human knowledge. In the 
future, an alternative approach could be to learn by 
demonstration from a human expert. For example, a 
therapist could manually assign patients to robots dur-
ing a session, and their decisions could be recorded 
together with task performance metrics and robot 
sensor data. Supervised machine learning could then 
be used to train a patient-robot assignment policy to 
mimic the therapist’s decisions. For example, a related 
work [41] presented a framework for learning a set of 
heuristics from human demonstration for resource 
allocation and scheduling in a patient care scenario. 
This would require an entirely different class of algo-
rithms but may represent a more practical and realistic 
implementation approach.

The main challenge with such an approach is that 
suitable datasets are currently unavailable and would 
need to be obtained in a well-equipped robot gym that 
is currently only accessible to a few rehabilitation facili-
ties. As an initial step, a dataset could be generated by 
human interaction with a simulation. For example, a 
modified version of the simulation could be designed 
to present a human expert with simulated patients’ skill 
levels (or measurable variables as described in “Stochas-
tic modeling”) after each time step, and the expert could 
then make manual patient-robot assignment choices 
after each time step. While this would still suffer from 
similar simplifications as the current scenario, it would 
allow machine learning algorithms to be evaluated on a 
simulated dataset that nonetheless involves a real human 
expert.

Conclusions
Our study presented a simplified model of a robotic 
rehabilitation gym, where multiple patients train with 
multiple robots to learn different skills. Time-indexed 
and disjunctive models were used to optimize total 
skill gain across all patients and skills within a train-
ing session. Both optimization models significantly 

outperformed two baseline schedule types: having each 
patient stay on a single robot throughout the session 
and having patients switch robots halfway through the 
session. The disjunctive model resulted in higher total 
skill gain and required less optimization time than the 
time-indexed model in the given scenarios. Though our 
simulation study involved unrealistically simple sce-
narios, it thus demonstrated that intelligently moving 
patients between rehabilitation robots can improve skill 
acquisition in a multi-patient multi-robot environment. 
Finally, we discussed how these simplifications could be 
expanded on in the future.

While robotic rehabilitation gyms have not yet 
become commonplace in clinical practice, prototypes of 
them already exist and are likely to become increasingly 
popular as the price of rehabilitation robots decreases. 
Our study thus presents a way to use automated deci-
sion-making and decision support to support chroni-
cally overworked physical and occupational therapists, 
allowing them to effectively supervise a larger number 
of patients undergoing rehabilitation. While numerous 
challenges would need to be solved before the envi-
sioned system could be used in practice, it could in the 
long term allow more efficient delivery of technologi-
cally aided rehabilitation, and may be broadly applica-
ble to other scenarios where groups of human work 
with groups of robots or virtual agents to learn skills.
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